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Presentation Summary: New Orleans faced multiple, cross-cutting recovery challenges post-
Katrina. With 71% of all structures in the city impacted by wind or water damage, the task of 
recovery was monumental. From increasing exposure to storm surge to the overall weak market 
condition of the local economy to the limited capacity of local agencies to respond to the storm, 
the Katrina experience represents a classic wicked problem scenario.  

 

Planning for recovery in New Orleans was executed through multiple, overlapping planning 
processes . The lead agency responsible for recovery planning was the  Office of Recovery and 
Development Administration (ORDA). ORDA was tasked with building a coherent recovery plan 
from the multiple streams of other post-Katrina planning that predated its existence. ORDA 
chose to target resources to key areas of the city  in the hopes of  catalyzing recovery. The 
agency was challenged with a lack of oversight and budget authority.  While many individual 
projects were initiated under the ORDA regime, the overarching target program was never able 
to successfully deliver  a coherent, meaningful set of projects in targeted areas. The result was a 
set of ad hoc projects around the city, but not a targeted recovery. 

 

Most recently, Mayor Landrieu has initiated a set of 100 projects designed to finalize recovery 
project spending. Many of these projects were initiated under the ORDA tenure, but now have 
become untethered from the planned targeted approach.  

 

The result of all of these efforts has been uneven recovery across the city. Some neighborhoods 
have experienced growth in both residents and businesses, but many remained stuck between 
disaster and recovery nearly 8 years after the storm.  



Presentation Outline 

• Recovery Challenge Setting 
• Post-Katrina Planning Overview 
• Recovery Implementation: Target Areas 
• Recovery Implementation: 100 Projects 



Recovery Challenge in New Orleans 
 

• Katrina represents classic 
“wicked problem” 

• Specific characteristics:  
1. Scale of destruction 
2. Wetland loss increased     
     risk 
3. Preexisting weak market   
     and management  
     problems 
4. Limited capacity and  
    resources for scale of task 



  

Post-Katrina Planning Overview 

(Nelson et al 2007, Wagner 2006, Olshansky 2008, Fields 2009, 

Fields, Wagner, Frisch forthcoming)   

Planning Period Timeframe 
Bring New Orleans Back Commission 
(BNOB) 

2005-2006 

New Orleans Neighborhood 
Rebuilding Plan, or “Lambert Plan” 
(NONRP) 

2006-2007 

Unified New Orleans Plan (UNOP) 2006-2007 

Office of Recovery and Development 
Administration (ORDA) 

2007-2010 

"100 Projects": Landrieu 
Administration 

2010-present 

Grassroots and Neighborhood-based 
Planning 

Ongoing 



Target Area Implementation Evaluation 

• Target results: Target area plan never fully 
translated into dedicated resources for 
implementation 

• Weak implementation and management 
capacity significantly decreased the 
effectiveness 



Recovery Today: Mayor Landrieu’s 100 Projects 



Conclusions 

• Disaster do not create an “organizational  
blank slate”: preexisting problems continue in  
post-disaster context 

• New Orleans continuing to rebuild and 
renovate, but without a “targeted approach” 

• Results: positive in stronger market areas of 
city and challenged in weaker market areas 

• Broader wicked problems of coast loom for 
future 


